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The Cern Virtual File System (CVMFS) provides a technology for efficiently distributing code and application
files to large and varied collections of computing resources. The CVMFS model and infrastructure has been
used to provide a new, scalable solution to the previously difficult task of application and code distribution
for grid computing.

At Fermilab, a new CVMFS based application and code distribution system has been deployed as an alternative
for previous central storage systems. This centralized server system has been successfully adopted by the
Intensity Frontier experiments (NOvA, g-2, Mu2e, Minerva) to distribute their application code efficiently
to both Fermilab grid resources running thousands of concurrent jobs and to individual experiments who
develop and run analysis code on their laptops and desktop system. The new system removes many of the
issues related to system stability and to I/O bottlenecks previously encountered with other central storage and
code distribution systems during large-scale production running.

The Fermilab solution simplifies the process of code and release management for the experiments while si-
multaneously addressing security concerns related to code integrity and application consistency by providing
a single centrally managed and secure server for the experiments to push their updates to. The system has
made the previously unthinkable possibility of experiments being able to work transparently both on their
laptops and on the grid a reality.
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